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AÆne regular iosahedron irumsribed aroundthe aÆne regular otahedron in GS{quasigroupV. Volene, Z. Kolar{Begovi�, R. Kolar{�SuperAbstrat. The onept of the aÆne regular iosahedron and aÆne regular otahe-dron in a general GS-quasigroup will be introdued in this paper. The theoremof the unique determination of the aÆne regular iosahedron by means of itsfour verties whih satisfy ertain onditions will be proved. The onnetionbetween aÆne regular iosahedron and aÆne regular otahedron in a generalGS-quasigroup will be researhed. The geometrial representation of the intro-dued onepts and relations between them will be given in the GS-quasigroupC ( 12 (1 +p5)).Keywords: GS-quasigroup, aÆne regular iosahedron, aÆne regular otahedronClassi�ation: 20N051. IntrodutionIn [1℄ the onept of GS-quasigroup is de�ned. A quasigroup (Q; �) is said tobe golden setion quasigroup or shortly GS-quasigroup if it satis�es the (mutuallyequivalent) identities(1) a(ab � ) �  = b; a � (a � b) = b (1) 0and the identity of idempoteny(2) aa = a:GS-quasigroups are medial quasigroups, i.e. the identity(3) ab � d = a � bdis valid.As a onsequene of the identity of mediality the onsidered GS-quasigroup(Q; �) satis�es the identities of elastiity and the left and right distributivity, i.e.we have the identities(4) a � ba = ab � a;(5) a � b = ab � a; ab �  = a � b: (5) 0



502 V. Volene, Z. Kolar{Begovi�, R. Kolar{�SuperFurther, the identities(6) a(ab � b) = b; (b � ba)a = b; (6) 0(7) a(ab�) = b�b; (�ba)a = b�b; (7) 0(8) a(a�b) = b(b�a); (b�a)a = (a�b)b (8) 0are also valid in any GS-quasigroup.Let C be the set of points of the Eulidean plane. For any two di�erent pointsa; b we de�ne ab =  if the point b divides the pair a;  in the ratio of golden setion.In [1℄ it is proved that (C ; �) is a GS-quasigroup. We shall denote that quasigroupby C ( 12 (1 +p5)) beause we have  = 12 (1 +p5) if a = 0 and b = 1. The �guresin this quasigroup C ( 12 (1 + p5)) an be used for illustration of \geometrial"relations in any GS-quasigroup.From now on let (Q; �) be any GS-quasigroup. The elements of the set Q aresaid to be points .The points a; b; ; d are said to be the verties of a parallelogram and we writePar(a; b; ; d) if the identity a � b(a � a) = d holds. In [1℄ some properties of thequaternary relation Par on the set Q are proved. We shall mention only the twofollowing properties whih we shall use afterwards.Lemma 1.1. If (e; f; g; h) is any yli permutation of (a; b; ; d) or of (d; ; b; a),then Par(a; b; ; d) implies Par(e; f; g; h).Lemma 1.2. From Par(a; b; ; d) and Par(; d; e; f) follows Par(a; b; f; e).We shall say that b is the midpoint of the pair of points a;  and write M(a; b; )if Par(a; b; ; b). In [1℄ the following statement is proved.Lemma 1.3. The statement M(a; b; ) holds if and only if  = ba � b.In [2℄ the onept of the GS-trapezoid is de�ned. The points a; b; ; d sues-sively are said to be the verties of the golden setion trapezoid and it is denotedby GST(a; b; ; d) if the identity a � ab = d � d holds. The following properties ofthe relation GST are also proved in [2℄.Lemma 1.4. The statements GST(a; b; ; d) and GST(a; b; 0; d0) imply the state-ment GST(d; ; 0; d0).Lemma 1.5. Let the statements GST(a; b; ; d) and GST(a0; b; ; d0) be validand let b0 be a given point. Then there is one and only one point 0 suh thatGST(a; b0; 0; d) and GST(a0; b0; 0; d0) are valid.Lemma 1.6. Any three of the four statements GST(a; b; ; d), GST(a0; b; ; d0),GST(a0; a; e; ) and GST(d0; d; e; b) imply the remaining statement.



AÆne regular iosahedron irumsribed around otahedron in GS-quasigroup 503Lemma 1.7. Any two of the three statement GST(a; b; ; d), GST(a; b0; 0; d),Par(b; b0; 0; ) imply the remaining statement.In [2℄ it is proved that any two of the �ve statements(9) GST(a; b; ; d);GST(b; ; d; e);GST(; d; e; a);GST(d; e; a; b);GST(e; a; b; )imply the remaining statement.In [3℄ the onept of the aÆne regular pentagon is de�ned. The points a; b; ; d; esuessively are said to be the verties of the aÆne regular pentagon and it isdenoted by ARP(a; b; ; d; e) if any two (and then all �ve) of the �ve statements(9) are valid (Figure 1).
Figure 1. AÆne regular pentagon in C ( 12 (1 +p5))2. The onept of the aÆne regular iosahedron and aÆne regularotahedron in GS-quasigroupIn this hapter we are going to introdue the onept of the aÆne regulariosahedron and aÆne regular otahedron in a general GS-quasigroup.De�nition 1. We shall say that the points a; b; ; d; e; f; a0; b0; 0; d0; e0; f 0 are theverties of an aÆne regular iosahedron (Figure 2) and we shall writeARI(a; b; ; d; e; f; a0; b0; 0; d0; e0; f 0) if the following twelve statements are validARP(b; ; f; a0; e); ARP(; a; d; b0; f); ARP(a; b; e; 0; d);ARP(b0; 0; f 0; a; e0); ARP(0; a0; d0; b; f 0); ARP(a0; b0; e0; ; d0);ARP(b; ; e0; d; f 0); ARP(; a; f 0; e; d0); ARP(a; b; d0; f; e0);ARP(b0; 0; e; d0; f); ARP(0; a0; f; e0; d); ARP(a0; b0; d; f 0; e):If the statement ARI(a; b; ; d; e; f; a0; b0; 0; d0; e0; f 0) is valid then verties a; a0;b; b0; ; 0; d; d0; e; e0 respetively f; f 0 are alled the opposite verties. For theopposite verties of the ARI the following statement is valid.Theorem 2.1. If x and x0, respetively y and y0 are opposite verties of the ARIthen Par(x; y; x0; y0) is valid (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. AÆne regular iosahedron in C ( 12 (1 +p5))Proof: It is suÆient to prove that, along with ARI(a; b; ; d; e; f; a0; b0; 0; d0;e0; f 0) the statement Par(a; b; a0; b0) is valid. However, the statements ARP(a; b;e; 0; d) and ARP(a0; b0; d; f 0; e) imply GST(d; a; b; e) and GST(d; b0; a0; e) where-from aording to Lemma 1.7 the statement Par(a; b0; a0; b) follows. �It is possible to prove that the aÆne regular iosahedron is uniquely determinedby its any four independent verties, i.e. verties whih are not in the relation Paror GST. For the illustration we shall prove the following theorem.Theorem 2.2. For any points a; b; ; d the points e; f; a0; b0; 0; d0; e0; f 0 are unique-ly determined so that ARI(a; b; ; d; e; f; a0; b0; 0; d0; e0; f 0) is valid.Proof: Let e; f be suh points that GST(d; a; b; e), GST(d; a; ; f) are valid,and then aording to Lemma 1.4 the statement GST(e; b; ; f) is valid too.Let a0; b0; 0 be suh points that statements ARP(b; ; f; a0; e), ARP(; a; d; b0; f),ARP(a; b; e; 0; d) are valid.Beause of that we have the statements GST(b0; d; a; ) and GST(0; d; a; b), andthen by Lemma 1.5 there is the point d0 suh that the statements GST(b0; a0; d0; )and GST(0; a0; d0; b) are valid. Similarly there is the point e0 suh that the state-ments GST(0; b0; e0; a) and GST(a0; b0; e0; ) are valid and the point f 0 suh thatGST(a0; 0; f 0; b) and GST(b0; 0; f 0; a) are valid. However, from GST(b0; 0; f 0; a)and GST(0; b0; e0; a) follows ARP(b0; 0; f 0; a; e0), and analogously the statementsARP(0; a0; d0; b; f 0) and ARP(a0; b0; e0; ; d0) are valid. Then the statementsGST(0; d; a; b), GST(b0; d; a; ) and GST(b0; 0; f 0; a) are also valid wherefrom byLemma 1.6 follows GST(; b; f 0; d), and similarly the statement GST(b; ; e0; d)is valid too. From these two statements ARP(b; ; e0; d; f 0) follows. The re-maining statements ARP(; a; f 0; e; d0), ARP(a; b; d0; f; e0), ARP(b0; 0; e; d0; f),ARP(0; a0; f; e0; d) and ARP(a0; b0; d; f 0; e) an be proved analogously. �



AÆne regular iosahedron irumsribed around otahedron in GS-quasigroup 505De�nition 2. We shall say that the points a; b; ; a0; b0; 0 are the verties of anaÆne regular otahedron with the enter o if the statementsM(a; o; a0),M(b; o; b0),M(; o; 0) are valid (Figure 3).

Figure 3. AÆne regular otahedron in C ( 12 (1 +p5))3. AÆne regular iosahedron irumsribed around the aÆne-regularotahedronNow, we will obtain the verties of an aÆne regular iosahedron starting fromthe verties of an aÆne regular otahedron in a general GS-quasigroup. So, wehave the following statement.Theorem 3.1. If a; b; ; a0; b0; 0 are the verties of an aÆne regular otahe-dron with the enter o then ARI(ab; ab0 ; a0b; a0b0 ; b; b0 ; b0; b00 ; a; a0 ; 0a; 0a0) is valid,where ab = o(ab � b); ab0 = o(ab0 � b0); : : : , 0a0 = o(0a0 � a0) (Figure 4).Proof: It is enough to prove the statements GST(a; 0a; b0 ; a0b), GST(0a; a; b; a0b),i.e., a � a0a = a0b � a0bb0 .a � a0a = o(a � a) � [o(a � a) � o(0a � a)℄ (5)= o[(a � a) � (a � a)(0a � a)℄(4)= o[(a)(a � a) � a(0a � a)℄ (50)= o[( � a)a � a(0a � a)℄(60)= o[ � a(0a � a)℄ (80)= o[ � (a0 � a)a℄ (4)= o[ � (aa � 0)0℄ (2)= o � (a0 � 0);a0b � a0bb0 = o(a0b � b) � [o(a0b � b) � o(b0 � 0)℄ (5)= o[(a0b � b) � (a0b � b)(b0 � 0)℄(3)= o[(a0b)(a0b � b) � b(b0 � 0)℄ (6)= o[(a0b)(a0b � b) � 0℄(50)= o[(a0 � a0b)b � 0℄ (60)= o � a00:It remains to prove the equality (a0 � 0) = a00. Beause of M(a; o; a0),M(; o; 0), by Lemma 1.3, we get  = o0 � o, oa � o = a0.
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Figure 4.Aording to the previous equalities we obtain(a0 � 0) = (o0 � o)(a0 � 0) (4)= (o0 � a0) � o0 (5)0= (oa � o)0 = a00whih proves the assertion of theorem. �In this ase we shall say that aÆne regular iosahedron is irumsribed arounda given aÆne regular otahedron (Figure 5).

Figure 5. AÆne regular otahedron and iosahedron in C ( 12 (1 +p5))
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